
TWO-HEADED 

YOU HAVE TWO HEADS. 

Two heads are better than one, especially when they manage to get along. Your extra head makes you 
more resistant to attacks against your mind and lets you focus on multiple foes at once. 

Appearance: You have two heads sprouting from your shoulders. Some two-headed mutants have heads 
that are nearly identical while on others the two heads are wildly different. 

TWO-HEADED TRAITS 

Mutant Type:  Constitution; Bio; +2 to bio overcharge. 

Skill Bonus (Level 1):  Gain a +4 bonus to Perception checks. 

Redundant Brains (Level 1):  Gain a +5 bonus to saving throws to end the dazed or stunned conditions. 

Look Both Ways (Level 1):  You do not grant combat advantage when flanked. 

Two-Headed Critical (Level 2 or 6):  When you score a critical hit, the attack deals 1d10 extra damage, and you 
or an ally within 5 squares of you gains a +2 bonus to attack rolls until the end of its next turn. 

TWO-HEADED POWERS 

DOUBLE HEADBUTT TWO-HEADED NOVICE 

When you have two hammers, everything looks like even more like a nail. You slam both your foreheads into 
your foe. 
At-Will + Bio, Physical 
Standard Action Melee 1 
Target:  One Creature 
Attack:  Constitution + your level vs. Fortitude.  Make the attack two times. 
Hit (one attack):  1d6 + Constitution modifier + twice your level physical damage. 
Hit (both attacks):  2d6 + Constitution modifier + twice your level physical damage. 
 

PAY ATTENTION! TWO-HEADED UTILITY 

One of your heads shouts at the other in order to shake off the effects of that last hit. 
Encounter + Bio 
Immediate Interrupt Personal 
Trigger:  An effect would make you become dazed, dominated, or stunned. 
Effect:  You do not become dazed, dominated, or stunned.  Otherwise the triggering effect works as normal. 
 

DIDN’T THINK I WAS LOOKING? TWO-HEADED EXPERT 

Just when your opponent sees an opening, your extra set of eyes pays off and you perform a devastating 
counter attack. 
Encounter + Bio, Physical, Weapon 
Immediate Interrupt Melee weapon 
Trigger:  An opponent makes a melee attack against you. 
Target:  The opponent that triggered the power. 
Attack:  Constitution + your level + weapon accuracy vs. AC. 
Hit:  2[W] + Constitution modifier + twice your level physical damage. 
Effect:  You gain a +2 power bonus to all defenses against the triggering attack. 
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